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EDITORIAL

SAY!

By Edmund Tee | edmund@finsmagazine.com

in the coming months, write and tell
us about it. You never know, you and
your friend(s) might end up in Dive
Diary!

Remember when you took your first
breath underwater? I do. Being able
to breathe and move around in a
totally alien environment was a major
adrenalin trip.
Learning to dive is perhaps one of
the most exciting things you can ever
do. And yet, for many people, the
prospect of being underwater is scary.
Some people can’t swim. Others
have a misplaced fear of run-ins with
supposedly dangerous animals. Some
feel they’re too busy. And still others
just can’t get over the feeling that
we humans weren’t meant to frolic
among fish.
The entire FiNS Team loves being in
the water, of course. But a quick poll
around the offi ceshowed that even
we dive-aholics have many friends
who’re still reluctant to take the
plunge, so to speak.
Enter Dive Diary, a new section we’re
launching (p.46). Over the next year,
we’re challenging a new diver we met
recently, Khun Sutida Palawongse
— or “Plub” for short, to go from
novice diver to Instructor.
Seem easy? Plub was hospitalised as
a child for jellyfish poisoning, she’s
prone to seasickness, works full-time,
and is studying for a Master’s degree.
It’ll be anything but easy.
Follow Plub’s adventures, and if
you’ve got friends you’d like to rope
into the diving fraternity, maybe
Dive Diary will help convince them
to give it a go. In fact, if you are able
to convince someone to learn to dive
4

Speaking of new, have you noticed
our new look? While normal people
were out partying, shopping and
otherwise enjoying the holidays,
we gave FiNS a makeover — longer
features, more pictures, new columns
— all things you’ve asked for.
We hope you like it, and please keep
letting us know what you want.
Along with the new look, we’re
happy and proud to welcome aboard
our new full-time team in Bangkok.
Thailand has great diving, and the
number of divers in the country has
grown by leaps and bounds in recent
years, so we’re certainly excited by the
possibilities this opens up!
Finally, I’d like to open the new year
with an observation. Going back to
the last revision of FiNS Magazine we
did a couple of years ago, everyone
on the FiNS Team made a pledge to
practice what we preach.
Nearly everyone in the dive
industry talks about preserving the
environment, not consuming shark
fin, etc., but as far as I know, we’re
the only dive publication that’s made
a public written commitment that
all our shareholders and employees
voluntarily abstain from consuming
shark fin products.
We feel it’s important for us to step up
to the plate and do as we say, not just
preach empty words. We had hoped
that other dive publications would
follow suit, but so far, no one has.
My New Year’s wish? — I hope that
other dive publications will join us in
this effort to lead by example.
Happy, and safe, diving.
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Does the Chinese
character for SHARK

contain a hidden
warning?
After all, it includes two sub-characters:
LESS [

] and FISH [

].

Time’s running out... the decision is ours.
All employees and shareholders of
have
chosen – we abstain from consuming sharkfin.

perspective
By           Tony Wu

Researching conservation and other
environmental issues for this column can
be a real drag.

www.tony-wu.com
www.tonywublog.com

There’s so much negative news in the
media these days that it would be really
easy to succumb to the notion that the
world is doomed.
For instance, the baiji dolphin (Lipotes
vexillifer), once known as the Goddess
of the Yangtze River, has recently been
declared functionally extinct by an
international group of researchers who
spent weeks searching unsuccessfully for
signs of this once-abundant freshwater
cetacean. Sigh.
The culprit? People, of course. Pollution,
overdevelopment, overfishing — the
usual suspects.
But hey, it’s the start of a new year, so
instead of dwelling on the ominous
implications of tragedies like this, I thought



I’d share something more uplifting
and inspiring with you — a series of
illustrations sent in to the “I Love Sharks!”
drawing contest organised recently
by FiNS Magazine in conjunction with
Siam Ocean World and Planet Scuba
in Thailand.
Take a moment to look at the winning
illustrations, selected from over 200
submissions from children. Not only
are the pictures beautiful, but they give
cause for hope.
These kids get it. They understand that
sharks aren’t mindless, evil killers, and
they’ll undoubtedly think twice before
scarfing down a bowl of shark fin soup.
Who knows? They may even teach their
parents a thing or two and help prevent
sharks and other marine life from going
the way of the baiji. Let’s hope so.
Until next time, happy diving!

Siam Ocean World, Planet Scuba, and FiNS Magazine are
happy to announce the winners of our joint “I Love Sharks”
Hand Illustration Contest, chosen from over 200 beautiful
entries we received
Thank you for all your submissions, and congratulations to
all the deserving winners for these wonderful and creative
illustrations!

IHAND
LOVE
SHARKS!
ILLUSTRATION CONTEST

Student — UNDER 12 YEARS OLD
WINNER
Title: My Little Dearest Sharks
By: Kanitin Sukchum

RUNNER UPS
Title: Sharks and the Pirates
By: Pichaya Anansurakad

RUNNER UPS
Title: My Love and Sharks
By: Warisara Pudamrong

Student — BETWEEN 12 AND 18 YEARS OLD
WINNER
Title: I Love Sharks
By: Thana Pinwanit

RUNNER UPS
Title: Sharks in Siam Ocean World
By: Manrat Tadniyom
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GEAR HERE

Hoseless

www.seemannsub.de

Those looking to upgrade or enter the world of hoseless air integration with
a slim, elegant dive computer will love the new AERIS elite T3. The elite T3
achieves a remarkable balance between features and usability, allowing you
to focus on what’s important — the dive. With AERIS’ wireless transmitter,
you can also monitor gas pressure for up to three independent cylinders
— ideal for both technical diving applications as well as recreational diving.

1. Air and Nitrox gauge and Free Dive operating modes
2. Buddy Pressure Check allows monitoring of up to
two “buddy” transmitters
3. Switch between a maximum of three independent
transmitters for multiple cylinder use
4. Three Nitrox mix compatibility to 100%
5. Custom audible alarms with flashing red LED light
6. Personalised adjustments
7. User-defined backlight
8. Alpha-numeric message box display
9. Adjustable safety stop time and depth
10. ACI Software and USB V2 cable for data download
and settings upload
11. 512 MB download memory capacity

KEY FEATURES:

DIVE COMPUTER

Go
with Seeman Sub

Immerse Yourself
Watches
with

The H2O range of watches from
Immersion Diving Technology is
crafted with Swiss precision. With
an Italian design and rated to a
depth of 200 metres, the watches
incorporate independent digital
and analog movement.
They display maximum depth,
actual depth, total dive time and
water temperature, all easily
viewed with the assistance of an
auto activating backlight that turns
on when the user’s wrist is tilted.
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The watches can be set to ocean or
lake diving with the last ten dives
recorded in an internal logbook.
At the top of the range, the
exclusive H2O Professional
models are meant for divers with a
professional level of certification.
These handmade timepieces
are individually crafted with the
owner’s name and license number
displayed on the dial.

DIVE WATCH

H2O

www.immersiondivingtechnology.eu

DIVE LIGHT

www.scubaproasiapacific.com

Pocket-sized

Brightness

Casing material: Anodised Aluminium
Light source: Hi-LED
Colour temperature: 5,500°K
Burn Time: 6-8 hours
Diameter: 25 mm
Length: 19 mm
Weight in air: 109 grams
Depth rating: 120 metres

Supplies & Services Pte Ltd

SCUBAPRO’s Exclusive Distributor in
Singapore, East & West Malaysia & Brunei

With its slim design and compact size, Nova, Scubapro’s new dive light, fits
in the pocket of most BCDs and serves as a compact and powerful main
light or a reliable back-up.
The Nova is lightweight, has a brilliant uniform beam, comfortable grip,
and is an excellent deep-diving performer. This compact dive light
provides up to eight hours of high-intensity light from an LED bulb. It uses
three AAA alkaline batteries, and will burn with the intensity of 30 lumens
with fresh cells. The approximate lifetime for the LED bulb is 100,000 hours.

Halcyon’s Yellow

Markers
MARKER BUOY

Responding to customer requests, Halcyon
has released a yellow variation of the much
sought after metre-long closed circuit Diver
Alert Marker (DAM). Carrying both yellow and
orange markers when diving is common in
many places, and even mandatory in some
locations.
Many divers find that using a DAM alongside
a Halcyon finger spool is the simplest and
most effective way to deploy it. The buoy’s
compact size means it requires only a single
breath of air to send it to the surface from a
nine-metre stop. In addition, it is easy to store,
fitting snugly in a thigh pocket together with
the spool. Thigh pockets are available in three
formats: a large bellowed pocket (as pictured),
a slim streamlined version and an extra-large
exploration version. There is also a right-hand
zipper pocket that can be attached directly to
the Halcyon MC system.

Head Office:
Blk 3019, Ubi Road 1, #03-103, Singapore 408712
Tel: (65) 6745 7288 Fax: (65) 6745 5618
http://web.singnet.com.sg/~rmond
Email: rmond@singnet.com.sg
Showroom:
298 Beach Road B1-24,
The Concourse Shopping Mall, Singapore
199554. Tel :(65) 6295 0377
Sealantis Dive Centre
P289, Prom LG, 1 Utama Shopping Centre,
Lebuh Bandar Utama, 47800 Selangor, Malaysia.
Tel: 603-7726 9932, Fax: 603-7726 9912.

www.halcyon.net

Sea Pearl Dive Shop
Jl. Susilo III, No. 3 Grogol,
Jakarta Barat 11450, Indonesia.
Tel: 62(0) 21-563 8265, Fax: 62(0) 21-567 3475
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In

Sync

The recently released D-SYNCHRO regulator from Seac Sub is lightweight,
compact and stylish. Its environmentally sealed, balanced-diaphragm first
stage has four LP and two HP ports, and is available with a choice of either
DIN or A-clamp securing mechanisms.
The front face of the second stage displays a tough but flexible rubber
covering, which not only protects the purge valve from knocks and guards
against intrusion of foreign objects, but also improves ease of purging.
Ease of breathing is enhanced by a Venturi switch, which also reduces the
likelihood of free flows, irrespective of conditions or depth. There’s also a
chin-rest to provide stability.

Mares
DIVE COMPUTER

Expands
Horizons
Computer displays are often
crowded with minuscule figures
and miniature icons. Readability
consequently falls by the wayside.

www.mares.com
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Not only do borderline situations
such as poor visibility or twilight
interfere with the readability of
many dive computers, reflections
on the display can also make
data diffi cultto see. In stressful
situations, divers need to check
displays repeatedly just to see the
desired data.

REGULATOR
www.seacsub.com

The Mares Nemo Wide, on the other
hand, proves that things can be
done differently.
As the name implies, the Mares Nemo
Wide’s 55 x 35 mm rectangular
display resembles panoramic
dimensions. Still, the body is slim,
elegant and lightweight.
Compared to traditional computers,
hard data like current depth,
remaining NDL time and dive time
are displayed up to 40% larger in
size. A high-contrast liquid crystal
display facilitates readability and
minimises reflections. The computer
also features active timer-controlled
display lighting, activated for four
seconds at the press of a button.

See Clearly
with

10 BAR

10 BAR housing for the Canon 400D camera

CAMERA HOUSING

10 BAR Underwater Housings are small, light and rugged
enough to be used on every dive.
With advanced computer-aided design and CNC manufacturing
technologies to ensure precise dimensions, 10 BAR housings
are designed for the ever-increasing variety of digital still and
video camera models.
Each housing is injection-molded and machined to configure to
individual camera models, and 10 BAR has a range of lens ports
and controls that are tailored for each camera model.

KEY FEATURES:

Finally, 10 BAR housings are made from clear polycarbonate
material, which allows for visual inspection of camera condition
and O-ring seals.

www.10bar.com

• Air lock system facilitates “no clip”, easy
camera installation
• Full-function buttons provide access
to all your camera’s functions, ideal for
changing camera settings while diving
• Ball-joint, detachable handles allow you
to connect either ball-joint or flexiblearm lighting systems
• Interchangeable lens port system gives
you freedom to use different lenses
• 100% compatible to 10 BAR Flashlight
Housings, such as for the Canon 580EX
e-TTL strobe
• Easy maintenance
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snapshots

Labuan
Layang Layang &
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Check out these awesome photos sent
to us by Khun Pipat Kosumlaksamee
from a recent trip to the waters around
Labuan and Layang Layang in Malaysia
aboard MY Dive Master I.
According to Khun Pipat and other
divers who were on the trip, there’s
everything from wrecks to big animals
to virgin reefs.
At this point in time, no other dive
operators visit the area on a regular basis.
If you’re interested in being among
the first to explore these waters, see
www.divemaster.net for more details.
13

dive profile

taishiro
miyayauchi

When did you start diving and why?
About 16 years ago, when I was 23.
I wanted to bring more Japanese divers
to Thailand, which wasn’t very well
known at that time in Japan.
How many dives have you logged?
More than 20,000 (that’s over two years
underwater!). The number of dives isn’t
so important to me. It’s the quality of the
dives that matters.
What’s your most memorable dive?
About ten years ago, we were
feeding reef sharks in the Burma Banks.
A particularly large silvertip shark rushed
in to take a very small fish from my hand.
It happened so quickly, I had no time to
react, but the shark came very close to
me and really surprised me. I’ll definitely
remember that for a long time.
What’s your favourite marine animal?
I love all fish, but if I have to pick one?
The bowmouth guitarfish (Rhina
ancylostoma), because it looks so cool.
Which do you like more, Thailand or
Japan?
I can’t really pick. Both have good
points, and things that can be improved
too. But I’m lucky because I can enjoy
both cultures.

Owner, Marine Project  
Contributions to Diving: 2nd PADI Course Director in Thailand
1st Japanese Course Director in Thailand
> 1,500 divers certified
> 120 Instructors certified
www.marineproject.jp
www.marineproject.co.th
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Christmas came early for 14 lucky winners at our Divers’
Night year-end bash on 20 December at the Hard Rock
Cafe in Singapore — 4 happy divers walked away with
a year’s free subscription to FiNS, and 10 ecstatic prize
winners won trips to some of the best resorts and boats
in North Sulawesi worth over US$6,000! If you missed out,
don’t fret, we saved some new year treats for you. Log on
to www.finsonline.com for your chance to win a trip to
North Sulawesi!

lucky
divers
trips
won to:
Our

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adventurer I liveaboard
Gangga Island Resort & SPA
Kasawari Lembeh Resort
Minahasa Prima Resort/
Minasaha Divers
Sedona Hotel Manado/ Euro
Divers
Siladen Resort & Spa
Thalassa Dive Center
Two Fish Divers
(Bunaken and Lembeh)
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DESTINATION

By           Tony Wu with contributions from Jez Tryner

Conservation efforts in Bunaken National Park
are paying off. Encounters with endangered
Napoleon wrasse (Cheilinus undulatus) are
becoming more common.

NORTH SULAWESI
16

Think
Different
Alone once again in the brilliant blue of

the tropical sea, sheltered from the current
by a mountain of coral and stone. All is
silent, but for the alternating sound of
life-sustaining air filling my lungs, and the
muffled gurgling of bubbles rushing to
the surface, seeking liberation from this
liquid realm.
A school of barracuda swims past, their
seemingly effortless, streamlined glide
a stark contrast to my stuttered finning.
“If only I could swim like that.” I thought,
knowing full well that my aspirations of
such elegant aquatic movement were but
a fantasy.

My awkward finning was, in fact, all I
could do to keep my position against the
current ripping past the pinnacle in front
of me. I looked to my right, then to my left,
momentarily dislodging the regulator in
my mouth, leaving a faint taste of brine
on my lips.
“How do I get myself into these situations?”
I wondered.
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It was shortly after 2:00 pm, and I was
about 15 metres down at a site known as
Sahaung I. It’s a pinnacle, located just to the
east of Bangka Island in North Sulawesi. It
is, in fact, one of the most frequented dive
sites in the area, because of the beautiful
soft corals and sea fans that cover much of
the submerged formation.
Prior to heading to the site, my guide had
given me an appropriate heads-up: “There’s
going to be a strong current, and the sun
will be on the other side. It’s the wrong
time to dive there.”
Strong current, of course, meant that
soft corals would be fully inflated, polyps
working feverishly to snare nutrients from
the passing water. So no big deal. And
sun on the wrong side? Nonsense. There’s
always a way to make best use of available
light. So off we went, the other visitors at
the resort electing to skip the dive.
And sure enough, when we reached
the site, there were no other divers,
saner souls having elected to visit less
challenging terrain that afternoon. So
there we were, just the two of us hiding
in the lee of the pinnacle, watching the
occasional hapless little basslet get
swept away by the force of the sea.
Things couldn’t have been more perfect.

Trying to make headway against the
current, a tiny nudibranch (Thecacera sp.)
with a scrunched-up face

18

A row of  sea fans surrounded by colourful
fairy basslets sparkling like living gems in
the tropical blue waters of North Sulawesi
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c.
a. Early morning light on tropical flower
b. Manado Tua in the background
c. Harlequin shrimp (Hymenocera elegans)
d. Ribbon eel (Rhinomuraena quaesita)

a.

NORTH SULAWESI

b.

North Where?
If you’ve been diving for a while, or
perhaps even if you haven’t, you’ve
probably heard of names like Manado,
Bunaken and the Lembeh Strait. Over
the years, these destinations have
deservedly joined the ranks of the
most desirable and sought-after dive
destinations on the planet.

d.

Molucca Sea. Like the rest of Indonesia,
the area is volcanic, and underwater,
there are deep trenches nearby.
Where there are trenches, the water is
usually rich with nutrients, meaning
an abundance of life, from microscopic
critters to majestic cetaceans.

archipelago. North Sulawesi is one of 32
provinces in the Republic of Indonesia,
with the capital city being Manado.

But North Sulawesi?

The entire region is blessed with a variety
of natural treasures, among which are
some of the most pristine and beautiful
underwater environments in the world.
The well-known dive destinations of
Manado, Bunaken and the Lembeh Strait
are all part of North Sulawesi.

Actually, the term North Sulawesi
refers to the tip of the peninsula at the
northern end of Sulawesi Island, which is
one of the main islands in the Indonesian

One of the reasons that this area is so
rich in marine life is its prime location.
To the north and west is the Celebes
Sea, and to the south and east is the
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The hospitable climate also helps. The
North Sulawesi area has a balmy tropical
climate with a comfortable average
temperature of 26ºC or so.
Humidity can be high, but that’s to be
expected in the tropics. Northwesterly
winds run from November to
March, bringing a greater chance of
precipitation, with April to October
having relatively less rain.
For divers, the practical net effect of all
this is that the waters here are teeming
with life, and diving is possible all year
round, which is why North Sulawesi
attracts scuba enthusiasts from around
the world 365 days a year.

Peeking out from a discarded tin can, this adorable long-spine
pufferfish (Diodon holocanthus) looks just like ET’s long-lost twin.

Off the Beaten Path
One of the reasons I was battling the
current to take photos of soft coral
was my never-ending quest to find
places that are off the beaten path.
With thousands of divers visiting North
Sulawesi annually, “off the beaten path”
would seem a contradiction in terms.
Surprisingly, it’s not.
When I got to thinking about it, over
the past ten years or so, I’d only ever
dived around Manado, Bunaken and the
Lembeh Strait, which is probably true

22

for 90% or more of the divers who’ve
been to the area. In fact, there are more
than enough fantastic dive sites in
these places to keep most divers busy
and happy for dozens, if not hundreds,
of dives.
Geographically, Manado and Bunaken
are on the western side of the North
Sulawesi peninsula, while the Lembeh
Strait is to the east, adjacent to the
port of Bitung.
West. East. Wait a second. What about
the north?

a.

To the north are Talise, Gangga and
Bangka Islands, as well as quite a bit of
the Sulawesi coastline — unexplored
territory, for me at least.
So in planning this trip, I made
arrangements to visit the north, and
I found exactly what I had hoped for
— few divers, excellent diving, and
unique underwater scenery.
The first thing you notice is the white
sand beaches. North Sulawesi is famous
for fantastic critters, unrivalled muckdiving and beautiful reefs, but only
occasionally does anyone associate the
area with pristine white sand. Go north,
and there’s no shortage of these idyllic
beaches. Except for a few boutique
resorts, most of the white-sand expanses
are uninhabited, unless of course you
include the resident populations of
mischievous monkeys.
Then there’s the underwater scenery,
which is also unique. The pinnacle at
Sahaung I stands out for its plush orange
and red soft corals that puff up to filter
food from the water. Other nearby areas
nurture all sorts of macro subjects,
from pygmy seahorses to comical little
frogfish. There are coral areas, muck
areas, beach areas, sandy areas, rocky
areas…you get the idea.
a. Kasawari Lembeh Resort
b. Pygmy seahorse (Hippocampus denise)
c. Porcelain crab (Neopetrolisthes maculatus)
d. Frogfish (Antennarius sp.) “fishing” for food

b.

d.
c.
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Something
for

			Everyone

Just a short hop away from Singapore via regular flights
on SilkAir, North Sulawesi is one of the world’s premier
dive destinations.
On the western side of the North Sulawesi peninsula
is Bunaken National Park, which features dramatic
dropoffs, unspoiled reefs and regular encounters with
turtles, napoleons and other big animals. The park has
received a number of international awards for the efforts
of local communities and dive operators to preserve
the marine environment. There’s a small entrance fee
to dive in the park, which goes toward helping these
conservation efforts.
Also on the western side are dive sites near and around
Manado, as well as other islands — Siladen, Manado
Tua, Mantehage and Nain. You can stay on Bunaken, as
well as the very nice resort on Siladen. In short, there are
plenty of sites from which to choose, and dive guides in
the area are generally well informed about site conditions,
so they’ll take you to wherever looks best at the time.
On the eastern side of the peninsula, sandwiched
between the mainland and Lembeh Island, is a narrow
body of water known as the Lembeh Strait. Since the first
resort opened here in the 1990s, this area has become
world-renowned for muck diving. Topside, the Strait
isn’t much to look at, but once you’re underwater, you’ll
be treated to all manner of strange and seemingly alien
critter. If you’re a fan of muck diving and haven’t been to
Lembeh, this is a must-do.
To the north lie Talise, Gangga and Bangka Islands,
which are undoubtedly the least visited parts of North
Sulawesi. Featuring white sand beaches, hot springs
and relatively few visitors, this area has both vibrant reef
communities and excellent muck diving. If you’ve visited
other parts of North Sulawesi before, consider a trip to
this area to explore new waters.
And even further north, close to the Philippines, is the
Sangihe Talaud district, which comprises 77 islands, of
which 56 are inhabited. Liveaboard trips are the only
practical way to access this frontier area.
Whatever you fancy — diving a world-famous marine
park, relaxing at a nice resort, hunting for unusual
critters or exploring relatively undived waters, North
Sulawesi has it all.
a.
b.
c.
e.
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d.
f.

a. Walkway at Murex Dive Resort
b. If you’d like to see a hairy frogfish (Antennarius
striatus), the Lembeh Strait is a good place to look.
c. Cardinalfish (Apogon sealei)
d. 	The inviting pool at Hotel Santika, where Thalassa
Dive Center is based
e. Beautiful secluded white sand beaches
characterise the northern islands.
f. Inquisitive mantis shrimp (Odontodactylus latirostris)

Gorgeous, healthy sea fans like this are plentiful in the
waters around Gangga and Bangka Islands.

One of my more memorable dives was in
front of a fishing village on the southern
side of Bangka, a place we went because
the seas were a bit too choppy to visit
the usual sites.
It wasn’t a “marked” site per se, but
wow did it deliver. I chose to spend the
entire dive with a hunting barracuda,
which ended up tolerating my presence
and even yawning once to show me
its impressive set of teeth. Despite
its magnificently sharp canines, my
elongated aquatic friend wasn’t a terribly
talented predator. I watched as it stalked,
struck and missed at least a half a dozen
fish. I guess even apex predators have
off days.

My, my, Mr. Barracuda,
what sharp teeth you have!
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b.

a.

c.

a. Octopus in a bottle
b. Juvenile clown frogfish
(Antennarius maculatus)
c. Snowflake moray eel
(Echidna nebulosa)

d.

b.
c.

e.

f.

g.

a. 	Fantastic food aboard the Adventurer I
b. Juvenile Banggai cardinalfish (Pterapogon
kauderni)
c. Liveaboard vessel Adventurer I
d. Soft coral crab (Hoplophrys oatesii)
e. 	The view from Two Fish Lembeh
f. Villa interior at Kasawari Lembeh Resort
g. Well-camouflaged nudibranch (Phyllodesmium sp.)

What’s			
			 New

a.

There’s no shortage of options when it comes to
accommodation and diving in North Sulawesi, with
facilities and services to suit every budget and preference.
In recent months, there have been a few notable additions.
Two Fish Divers, owned and operated by ever-friendly
Nigel and Tina Thomas, recently opened a new resort in
Lembeh to complement their resort on Bunaken Island.
Situated in a secluded private bay on Lembeh Island, Two
Fish Lembeh is just minutes from the Strait’s best sites. The
ambiance is relaxed and low key. Personalised service is
key, with a maximum of three divers per guide and six at
the resort at any time.
Also new in the Strait is Kasawari Lembeh Resort, which is
located next to Jahir, one of Lembeh’s prime dive sites. This
resort accommodates a maximum of 20 divers, and has
been designed specifically to cater to the unique needs
of photographers and videographers — look forward
to having large rinse tanks, a spacious camera room and
custom-built racks for your camera gear on the boats. To top
it off, the resort’s villas are luxurious and comfortable, the
perfect place to pamper yourself after a long day of diving.
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The Adventurer I is a new boutique liveaboard specialising
in the Lembeh Strait. With a maximum of eight passengers,
this boat’s unique feature is a “dive whenever, wherever and
however you want” philosophy. There are no fixed schedules,
meaning you can board and depart from the Adventurer
whenever you want, and you can dive any of Lembeh’s
sites whenever you feel like. No fixed times. No hassles.
Over on the Manado side, Sedona Hotels International has
just launched a new 5-star hotel, the first internationalclass tourist facility in North Sulawesi. If you’re looking
for a bit of pampering, or if there are non-divers in your
family who’d appreciate a nice spa treatment or relaxing
poolside drink while you’re out for a dive, Sedona might
be just what you need. Diving services at the resort are run
by Euro Divers, who manage scuba facilities in a number of
other popular dive destinations worldwide.
Finally, you can explore a bit of the northern frontier
of Sulawesi with Minahasa Divers, run by Katiman
Herlambang, a long-time veteran of the Sulawesi dive
scene. Minahasa Divers is based in Manado, but has also
recently started trips to the northern coast of Sulawesi to
explore some of the less well-known areas.

Remember to look in the shallows, where
you might come across busy little jawfish
(Opistognathus sp.) like this one cleaning
its burrow.

NORTH SULAWESI
Two colourful cleaner
shrimp (Stenopus
tenuirostris) attending
to mantis shrimp
(Lysiosquillina sp.)
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NORTH SULAWESI

nailing the shot
I signalled to Harry, my guide and buddy
for the dive, that I was going to venture
into the current. After scanning the
area, I selected a spot with plenty of
soft coral, which happened also to be
perfectly positioned against the bright
afternoon sun.
So off I went, finning like crazy to get
into position. A few minutes and many
huffs and puffs later, I got what I wanted
— images of plush soft corals. It’s not
that you don’t see soft corals in other
parts of North Sulawesi. It’s just that
there are so many around certain parts of
Bangka that the soft corals are arguably
the signature feature of the area.
And photographically, the warm red
and orange tones of the coral make
for perfect contrast to the backdrop of
tropical blue water.

a. 	Nudibranch (Chromodoris
dianae) with attitude
b. Pretty mating pair
(Hypselodoris bullocki)

a.

b.
Plush soft corals like this cover
the Sahaung I dive site near
Bangka Island.
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b.

c.

a.
a. Large barrel sponges adorn the reef.
b. Close-up of a lionfish antenna
c. Clown frogfish (Antennarius maculatus)
saying ahhhhhhh!

As we slowly surfaced in the water
column, pausing for the requisite
safety stop, I stopped to observe and
appreciate the vibrant, healthy reef
community below. Angelfish, barracuda,
basslets, parrotfish, sea fans, soft coral
— you name it. Everything was there.
Back on the boat, I thanked Harry
for helping me to visit the site at
the “wrong” time. No one else
was around, the corals were in full
bloom, and the sun was just right.
Sometimes it pays to “Think Different”.

special thanks to the following parties for their assistance

From the authors

in preparing this feature: SilkAir, Nemo Travel, Archipelago Resorts
& Fleet, Eco Divers, Gangga Island Resort & SPA, Kasawari Lembeh
Resort, Minahasa Divers, Murex Dive Resorts & Liveaboards,
Thalassa Dive Center and Two Fish Divers.

www.tonywublog.com
www.tony-wu.com
“North Sulawesi is one of the richest,
most diverse marine areas in the world.
If you haven’t been here, what are you
Tony Wu waiting for?”

For more about North Sulawesi,
see Tony’s blog (www.tonywublog.com) and Jez’s post on the FiNS
blog (www.finsonline.com/blog/fins).
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www.atmospheres.tv
“On my first-ever trip to North Sulawesi, I
was blown away by the unbelievable fish
life and the frequency with which you
see animals that are extremely rare in
Jez Tryner other places!”

INDONESIA

TALISE

SULAWESI ISLAND
NAIN

GANGGA

BANGKA

MANTEHAGE
MANADO TUA

SILADEN
BUNAKEN

MANADO

BITUNG
LEMBEH

FACT FILE
SilkAir operates regular flights between Singapore
and Manado. Check www.silkair.com for the latest
flight schedules. Local flights via Jakarta and Bali are
also available.

Indonesian Rupiah. US$ also accepted under some
circumstances. Generally tipping is not practiced,
but porters at the airport will expect Rupiah 5,000
for each bag they handle.

Diving is possible throughout the year. Water
temperatures are generally warm. A 3 mm suit or
equivalent should be suffi cient, though divers planning
an extended stay in the Lembeh Strait may wish to
consider a 5 mm suit and a hood, as water temperatures
in the Strait are generally lower than elsewhere.

There are no vaccinations required, but it is
advisable to take along insect repellent.

AVG TEMP
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Passports must be valid for at least six months.
Citizens of some Asian countries are eligible for
visa-free entry. Visas for entry to Indonesia for many
other nationalities are available upon arrival. Ensure
that you have at least one empty page in your
passport for visa upon arrival. Current visa on arrival
fee is US$25 for a stay of more than three days.
Departure tax for international flights is Rp 75,000,
which must be paid in local currency at the airport.
GSM coverage is generally good throughout
North Sulawesi. Internet connectivity is not widely
available. Some resorts provide internet facilities,
and it is possible to access the iPass network via
non-local numbers.
220V, 50Hz. 110V is available at
some resorts and liveaboards.

PLUGS
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talking megapixels
By Alexander Mustard

This image of “Stingrays and Sunset” won
me a Plongeur D’Argent at the Festival
Mondial De L’Image Sous Marine, in
Antibes, France, 2006.

Competitive
Streak
So you’ve taken a few trips, gotten

comfortable with your camera and started
to get some pleasing pictures. You like
your photos, and your friends do too.
But how good are your images, really? It’s
time to enter a competition to find out.
Competitions have always been a big
part of underwater photography, but
these days, with information on prizes
and deadlines so easily available on
the internet, the seemingly infinite
number of competitions to take part in
can be bewildering.
Before deciding which competition to
enter, you need to ask yourself what you
want to get out of it. Usual motivations
include just seeing if others like your
images, and the desire to win prizes.
As you progress higher to the upper
echelons of competitions, they tend
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to become less about prizes and more
about prestige and publicity, as they
attract top names and coverage from the
dive media.
The best place to start is with weekly or
monthly online competitions. These are
easy and free to enter — simply upload
your images. The real benefit of these
competitions is that you get results quickly,
often via a public vote, and many people
see your photos. The standards can be
high too, but the drawback is that these
competitions usually don’t offer big prizes.
By far the best chance of winning big
prizes comes from entering large
shoot-out events, which are often
organised as collaborations between
big resorts and diving magazines.
Participants receive instruction by
professional photographers. Prizes are
usually abundant and there are realistic
chances of winning.

And of course, even if you don’t win,
you would still have had a great dive
trip and learned a lot.
Another way to win big is in
competitions organised by magazines,
shows, photo societies, etc. These
attract hundreds of entries from around
the world, and most have impressive
prizes ranging from dive trips to
photographic and diving equipment.
These competitions usually exclude
professional photographers, which
increases your chances of winning.
The downside of not allowing
pros to enter, though, is that these
competitions rarely get the same
kind of publicity generated by more
high-profile competitions that do
allow professional entries.
If you want prestige, then consider the
World Festival of Underwater Images

entries were scanned). At the 2006
Wildlife Photographer competition,
61% of entries and 86% of winning
images were digital.
The Wildlife Photographer competition,
of course, has always had more
land photo entries than underwater
images, but underwater photos
did particularly well in last year’s
competition, placing first in four of
the 12 adult categories, and winning
awards or commendations in a further
four. The overall winner of the
competition was Goran Ehlme’s photo
of a walrus feeding on the seabed.
The winning images at the Antibes
Festival have also revealed a trend
toward more extreme environments,
with many of the winning images
coming from temperate and polar
regions, rather than tropical seas.
This image of “Snappers in Synchrony” was highly
commended in the Wildlife Photographer of the
Year competition, 2006.

in Antibes, France, and the BBC Wildlife
Photographer of the Year competition.
Both encourage pros and amateurs to
compete, the prizes are in cash, and
the prestige they carry is unrivalled.
Winning an award in either competition
enhances your reputation and immediately
places you among the world’s best
— a quick internet search for previous
winners reveals many famous names.

Because of their importance, these two
competitions also act as a barometer
for trends in underwater photography
— style, aesthetics, who’s shooting what
where, and the hottest new equipment.
One trend that’s emerged in these two
competitions is the transition to digital
media. The prestigious slide portfolios
category at Antibes was judged as digital
images for the first time (non-digital

And if you’ll forgive my showing off,
I was lucky enough to receive awards
at both of these major competitions
last year and in 2005!
Finally, it’s important not to take contests
personally if you don’t win. When you’re
submitting your competition entries, always
keep in mind that judging is subjective.
Alexander Mustard has a PhD in marine
biology. His photographs have won many
awards, including at the prestigious
Antibes festival. Alex is a pioneer of digital
underwater photography, and he is CoAdministrator of wetpixel.com and Digital
Officer of the British Society of Underwater
Photographers.
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hotspot

WILD

The Seven Seas cruises a
variety of destinations in
Indonesian waters.

by Robert Delfs

AN D
WIDE
a.

If you’ve ever been to Komodo, you’ll

know that its wealth of tiny riches can be
overwhelming. So overwhelming, in fact,
that some divers don’t even think about
photo subjects larger than a zebra crab or
purple frogfish.
But if you plan a trip to Komodo, don’t
make the mistake of leaving your wideangle lens at home!
What most divers might not know is that
the real treasure of Komodo National
Park is in fact its incredible variety of
marine life within many diverse habitats.
This includes seamounts, patch reefs and
“BFRs” (the term dive guides use to mean
“enormous rocks”) — all of which see
plenty of big fish action.

Massive Manta Feeding
Experience has shown me that big
animals can show up at any dive
— usually when you least expect it.

My first-ever Komodo dive on Cannibal
Rock eight years ago culminated with
a pair of mating pygmy Bryde’s whales
swimming circles around our boat
moored 200 metres away. Naturally,
Murphy’s Law came into play. I only had
my 105 mm macro lens.
Mantas are the attraction at Manta Alley
in South Komodo during the southeast
monsoon from June to September, but
the friendly rays can show up at any time
on almost any dive.

b.

The pièce de résistance of manta
diving, however, is Karang Makassar, a
submerged patch reef more than two
kilometres in length. At the right moon
and tide, Komodo’s mantas assemble to

feed on the surface in a huge school
that can extend over half a kilometre,
and number over 100 animals!
Only the most experienced operators
know how to time this correctly, and
even then nothing is guaranteed. The
best chances to see large numbers of
mantas here is during the northwest
monsoon from December through March.
And take note — this is a snorkelling
experience, rather than a dive. Get
it wrong, and you’ll feel like you’re
driving the wrong way on the (manta)
expressway.

Predators’ Ball

North of Komodo Island lies Castle Rock
and Crystal Bommie. The top of Crystal
Bommie breaks the water’s surface
only at the lowest tide. Currents can
be powerful, and are strongest at the
surface. Standard entry is to drop in
30 metres up current and swim quickly
down to the reef.
There are prizes for getting to the front
of the reef — tickets to Predators’ Ball
itself! Dense schools of unicornfish,
fusiliers, jacks and rainbow runners nearly
block out the sun. Raiding giant trevallies
swoop by, joined by dogtooth tuna,
whitetip reef sharks, and sometimes,
bottlenose dolphins. Those who venture
deeper may see grey reef sharks down at
about 40 metres.
For an even more thrilling dive, there’s
Tatawa Kecil, a small rocky islet and
egret nesting site, due east of Karang
Makassar. Nearby is Batu Bolong, a
narrow seamount that rises vertically
from the ocean floor.

With the support of The Nature Conservancy and community stakeholders, park
rangers have been carrying out regular patrols in Komodo National Park since 1996.
This has effectively ended dynamite blasting and other destructive fishing practices
inside the park.

d.

Nonetheless, while large malabar groupers, potato cod, and barramundi cod are easy
to spot inside the park — in unprotected areas they are still being over-fished to the
point of risking local extinction.

CONSERVATION SPOTLIGHT

c.

Wrapped in orange cup corals, coralline algae and sponges, it
attracts clouds of reef fish as well as sharks, Napoleon wrasse,
giant trevallies, dogtooth tuna and even manta rays.
Currents at Batu Bolong can be much wilder than at Castle
Rock or Crystal Bommie. These locations must be dived at or
near slack tide. Some operators refuse even to attempt these
sites, and with reason — there have been serious accidents,
even fatalities.
The one refuge at Batu Bolong is a narrow slot that runs down
the side of it, which provides shelter from the worst of the currents.
If the timing is right, you’re almost guaranteed one of the most
thrilling, fishiest dives of your life. But if the time and tides don’t
work, then discretion is definitely the better part of valour.
As a back-up plan, there’s a good semi-protected drift dive at
nearby Tatawa Besar that’s usually safe at times when currents
on Batu Balong and Tatawa Kecil are raging at full force.

When and Who

The ideal time to visit the seamounts and reefs in the northern
part of the park is May to October. In general, there’s spectacular
visibility at that time. The southern sites may be better suited to
macro photography during this period.
For crystal-clear water at the fantastic reefs in the south, visit
Manta Alley and Horseshoe Bay from late December to March.
For experienced guides who will show you a good time, there’s
the Seven Seas liveaboard, a well-organised base for exploring
Komodo’s marine life. The people who run Seven Seas are great
at what they do.
There’s Mark Heighes, who has been organising dive trips in
Komodo for more than two decades, and Jos and Lida Pet, who
have worked on marine research and conservation projects in
Komodo and elsewhere in Indonesia since the late 1980s.
They offer cruises of various lengths in Komodo between April
and September on their newly built 250-tonne Phinisi schooner.
They usually shift to alternate locations in West Papua and the
Banda Sea from October to March.

a. Schooling mantas (Manta birostris) at Karang Makassar
b. The colourful reefscape at Eagle Rock
c. Divers working down the “slot” at Batu Balong
d. Potato grouper (Epinephelus tukula) at Eagle Rock
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critters

By Andrea & Antonella Ferrari

We all know and love clownfish. Also

known as anemonefish — a name which
suits them rather better, as we shall
see — these small and colourful reef
denizens belong to the large family of
Pomacentridae, which numbers more
than 300 species, including common,
shallow-water fish such as damselfish.
With more than ten different species in
Southeast Asian waters, clownfish are

widely regarded as adorable and easily
approachable camera subjects.
The recent commercial success of
the Disney/ Pixar animated movie
Finding Nemo brought clownfish into
the limelight, but it also prompted
hundreds of thousands of kids to beg
for one as a pet — with dire results.
Many were cyanide- or net-fished out
of the sea only to end up down toilet

drains when the children and their
unknowing parents discovered that
caring for clownfish is not easy! They are,
after all, living creatures, not computergenerated cartoons.
In nature these cute clowns live in
symbiosis with other organisms
in a close and mutually beneficial
relationship.
Their partner organism is quite unique
— venomous sea anemones, which
are beautiful and often colourful living
carpets of toxic tentacles rising from
a velvety, fleshy foot. Anemones are
closely related to corals and jellyfish.

Clark’s anemonefish (Amphiprion clarkii)
are readily identified by their generally
dark body with two vertical white bars.
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Every single sticky tentacle of these
deadly, soft-bodied creatures are
capable of injecting a lethal dose of

Reading Suggestions
We suggest our own A Diver’s Guide to Underwater
Malaysia Macrolife or even better our new A Diver’s
Guide to Reef Life as reading material. They cover most
anemonefish species, and they both include photo
tips for starters and professionals alike. Both books are
available from the FiNS Online shop.

Not as easy as it seems: getting this classic
clown anemonefish (Amphiprion ocellaris)
shot takes a long time and much patience.

Spinecheek anemonefish (Premnas biaculeatus) sport large, readily-seen cheek
spines. The colour of this common species
varies from wine-red to maroon.
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A wide-angle view of several two-banded
anemonefish (Amphiprion bicinctus) in
their bright red anemones. This species is
endemic to the Red Sea and nearby waters.

a.

Most species of clownfish are gaudily
patterned in yellow, orange or red,
with variable amounts of enamel-white
banding on the body. Look for the most
common species — clown anemonefish
(Amphiprion ocellaris), pink anemonefish
(Amphiprion perideraion), orange skunk
anemonefish (Amphiprion sandaracinos)
and tomato or red anemonefish
(Amphiprion frenatus) in Southeast
Asia. Those diving in the Andaman Sea
might come across saddle anemonefish
(Amphiprion ephippium), while divers
in the Maldives will meet Maldive
anemonefish (Amphiprion nigripes).
These fish are all found in brightly-lit,
sunny, shallow environments, while
panda anemonefish (Amphiprion
polymnus) are a bit larger and more
commonly found in silty coastal areas.
Another common clownfish is the
spinecheek anemonefish (Premnas
biaculeatus), belonging to a different
genus and exclusively observed in
association with bulb-tip anemones
(Entacmaea quadricolor).

b.

a. Tomato or red clownfish (Amphiprion
frenatus) are red suffused with black,
but the bright white cheek bar is
always clearly visible.
b. Saddle anemonefish (Amphiprion
ephippium) can be sighted in the
Eastern Indian Ocean from the
Andamans to Sumatra and Java.
c. The aptly-named panda clownfish
(Amphiprion polymnus) is generally
restricted to silty, muddy bottoms well
away from coral reefs.

c.

toxins into the body of any unfortunate
fish that comes within range.
Any creature living in the cuddly
embrace of such a terrifying host is
quite safe from hungry predators.
So how do clownfish avoid getting
paralysed and consumed by anemones?
It seems that these clever fish trick
anemones. Through a gradual process
of wriggling with great care among an
anemone’s toxic tentacles, clownfish
absorb the anemone’s “surface
identity” in the layer of mucus that
covers their bodies.
Simply put, the toxic tentacles of
the anemone don’t recognise the
clownfish as prey.

No matter where we build our world-class dive
resorts, we always emphasise Mother Nature’s needs,
and that of our divers, first.
So, long before the decision was made to give Sipadan
a breather by disallowing overnight visitors, we had
already begun building other resorts where the interests
of divers and conservation are unified.
For instance, at Lankayan, turtle hatchlings find a place
of refuge, while at Kapalai, our low-touch approach means
we ship everything in and out, trash and all, to minimise
any impact on our splendid coral reefs.

PSRT RESORT

Kapalai
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email: info@sipadan-resort.com
http://www.sipadan-resort.com
PULAU SIPADAN RESORT & TOURS SDN BHD
(Co No 190571-V)
Tel (6089) 765200. Fax (6089) 763563
1st Floor, No 484, Block P, Bandar Sabindo,
PO Box No 61120, 91021 Tawau, Sabah, Malaysia

Lankayan

Clownfish certainly look great, but trying to get a good snapshot of one is
not easy since they move so rapidly and unpredictably. In fact, one (good and
field-tested) approach is to pre-focus where you’d like them most to be — and
then click when they enter the frame. Sooner or later, you’ll get the shot you
want! With clownfish, the scales lean heavily in favour of digital technology,
as getting a nice shot of a frenzied clownfish usually requires more than the
precious 36 opportunities available with a roll of film.

No wonder pugnacious clownfish will
rise up to approaching divers, nibbling
at noses, ears and probing fingers,
bravely defending their turf at the
slightest suggestion of encroachment.
Being “nibbled” by an angry
clownfish defending its territory can
occasionally startle you — even if it
doesn’t actually hurt.
Though it’s clear that clownfish profit
by their lifelong association with
anemones, it’s not as clear what
advantage anemones get. Sure,
clownfish strenuously defend their
hosts from intruders, but in reality,
anemones are perfectly capable of
defending themselves.
Clownfish are not the only ones to take
advantage of anemones, as the frequent
presence of porcelain crabs and
several species of shrimp on anemones
demonstrates.

The multicoloured show offered by
a family of little clownfish comically
wriggling inside a colourful anemone is
difficult to ignore.
These adorable fish are commonly
encountered in shallow, well-lit areas of
the reef, often on coral rubble stretches
subject to strong currents — in exactly
the spots that offer their stationary
anemone hosts optimal feeding
conditions.
So next time you go diving,
look around, and be enchanted
by the clowns of the corals!

Andrea and Antonella Ferrari are worldrenowned underwater photographers.
Their publications include Underwater
Malaysia Macrolife and Oceani Segreti,
which was awarded the Grand Prize
for Books at Antibes 2004. For more
information, see www.reefwonders.net.

The clown anemonefish (Amphiprion
ocellaris) is probably the best-known
of all anemonefish. The cartoon
character Nemo was modelled upon it.
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DIVE DIARY
By The FiNS Team

Meet Khun Sutida Palawongse.
“Plub”, as she’s known to her friends, works as DJ
on radio 89.0 in Bangkok, models, and in what
little time she has left, takes to the stage as a
presenter at public events.
As if this weren’t enough, she’s currently
studying for her Master’s degree in marketing
management. Whew!
We recently ran into Plub in Phuket, where she
was doing the last thing we expected her to be
doing — diving!
You see, when she was about six, Plub had
a nasty run-in with a jellyfish that left her
hospitalised and forever wary of the sea.
During our chat, we learned that she’s been
working to overcome the lingering effects of
her childhood trauma. One thing led to another,
and she recently became a certified diver.
Impressed with the strength of her conviction,
we set her a challenge — to go from novice
diver to certified scuba instructor over the
next 12 months.
True to character, she jumped at the challenge.
Jellyfish trauma, full-time job, part-time work,
studying for a Master’s degree. Can she handle
all this and become a dive instructor by the end
of 2007?
Follow her Dive Diary over the next year and
see how things unfold...
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Dive Diary

The Challenge : chapter 1

Name: Sutida Palawongse
Age: 26
Education: Bachelor’s degree in industrial
design from Chulalongkorn
University. Studying for
Master’s degree in marketing
management from Thammasat
University.
Occupation: DJ on 89.0 Banana FM, model,
commercial presenter
Languages: Fluent in Thai, English
Dives to date: Thirty +
Most Like About Diving: Ability to visit a different world
Least Like About Diving: Seasickness
Favourite Marine Animal: Whaleshark!!!
Least Favourite Marine Animal: Jellyfish!!!
Dive Destination Most Want to Visit: Manado, Bali, Palau...

Listen to me...
I have something
to say

A few scenes from Plub’s very busy life
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0:00 - 2:00

Sleeping Time

2:00 - 4:00
4:00 - 6:00
6:00 - 8:00

On - Air FM 89.0

Modelling
Work

8:00 - 10:00
10:00 - 12:00
12:00 - 14:00
14:00 - 16:00
16:00 - 18:00

Recording
Radio Spots

18:00 - 20:00

Recording
Radio Spots

20:00 - 22:00
22:00 - 24:00

Master Degree
Class
(have to attend)
Modelling
Work

Party Time!
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THE CHALLENGE
CAN SHE
BECOME
A DIVE
INSTRUCTOR
IN
12 MONTHS?

wait for me!

“Even though I still have a
scar on my knee from the
serious jellyfish sting I got
when I was younger, I don’t
want to let something like
that stop me from seeing
more of the ocean.
“Overcoming the nagging
fears I have about the sea
and getting certified as a
diver was one of the best

experiences I’ve ever had, and
I definitely want to dive more
and hopefully have a chance
to travel to some famous
diving spots.
“So when FiNS first presented
me with this challenge, I
loved the idea. Of course,
it helps that I love outdoor
activities too.
“After I agreed to accept this
challenge though, I took
a look at my schedule and
realised just how diffi cult this
is going to be.

Let’s go eat!
Watch for Dive Diary in the
next issue of FiNS and see if
Plub makes it to Advanced
Diver status.
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“But if I can become an
instructor, then I’ll be able
to help other people learn
about the sea, and maybe I
can even help someone else
who’s afraid of the ocean to
learn to dive.”

Plub logging one of the
dives we did together

Jellyfish might make her nervous, but sedentary
sharks clearly don’t bother Plub.

MARINE PROJECT
PADI 5 Star IDC Center

• Daytrip from Phuket

with MV AQUARTS III – one of the best daytrip boat in Thailand

• Liveaboard to Similan, Richelieu Rock, Hin Muang, Hin Daeng
with MV AQUARTS II – a boutique liveaboard vessel

• PADI Diving Courses
all level up to the highest IDC !
BANGKOK

/

PHUKET

•

THAILAND

GULL

EQUIPMENT MV AQUARTS III DAYTRIP SALOON
WWW.MARINEPROJECT.JP
WWW.MARINEPROJECT.CO.TH

Email: dive@marineproject.jp
T: +66 76 294023-4 (Phuket Office)
T: +66 2 3927350 (Bangkok Office)
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TECH TALK

By Mathew Partridge

Rebreather
Training
a.

b.

DAY 1
On day 1, the aim is to give divers a firm
grasp of advanced Nitrox diving, and
lay the foundations for safe rebreather
practices. We cover all that’s required
for using pure oxygen and what’s
required for diving with a closed circuit
rebreather, delve into the dangers of
blending using pure O2, and take an
in-depth look at the pros and cons pure
oxygen brings to diving.

c.
a. With practice, rebreather skills
can become second nature.
b. Mathew demonstrating bailout
procedures on the Megalodon
rebreather
c. Cedric Verdier holding an
electronics workshop
d. Trainers Matt Partridge (third
from left) and Cedric Verdier
(fourth from left) conducting
confi ned-water training on the
Megalodon rebreather

d.

If students already hold an advanced
Nitrox certification, this session is usually
a review. Other CCR topics discussed in
greater detail include the mechanics
of CCR, dive planning, physiology,
emergency procedures, problem solving,
the history and evolution of closed circuit
technologies and a full unit-specific
workshop including pre- and post-dive
maintenance.
We finish the day with the units builtand-ready for day two’s intense session
of skills and drills in the pool.

DAY 2

In the last few years, we’ve seen a rapid

increase in the number of recreational
and technical divers making the transition
to rebreather diving. This advanced
diving technology provides a wealth
of benefits over traditional open
circuit scuba: bubble-free operation,
moister, warmer breathing gas, longer
No Decompression Limits and more
effective decompression.
You would be right to think that rebreathers
are state-of-the-art diving apparatuses.
Modern day units are revolutionising the
way we dive, with built-in real-time dive
computers, integrated CO2 monitors and
advanced electronics.
However, rebreathers have been around
a lot longer than you may think. Back
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in 1879, an Englishman named Henry
Fleuss successfully dived a pure oxygen
rebreather. Since then, other
influential designs like the Electrolung
by Walter Stark in the 1970s and
the Cis Lunar in the 1980s have
contributed significantly to the
design of what we now refer to as
CCR (Closed Circuit Rebreathers).
In this article, we give you a peek into
the world of rebreathers by following a
group of trainees as they earn their CCR
stripes over a five-day course with my
associate Cedric Verdier and me at the
Pro-Tech Dive College in Phuket.
Our rebreathers of choice? The
Inspiration/Evolution Rebreather and the
Inner Space Systems Megalodon CCR.

The second day begins with a thorough
introduction to the rebreather units,
followed by a detailed checklist for
inspecting the integrity of the rebreather
and its functions.
Once completed, we proceed to
confined water training, where we work
through all the necessary skills required
for safe diving, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Buoyancy and trim
Minimum loop volume management
High and low oxygen drills
Hypercapnia management
Electronic use and problem solving
Manual control of the CCR
Flooded unit drills

All these skills must be mastered! Divers
have to practice for at least six hours

in the open sea, so that they have a firm grasp on what’s
required to dive safely with a rebreather.

DAYS 3 -5
The focus on day three is on boat diving. After unit
preparation and dive planning, we start with a familiarity
dive to get divers comfortable with their rebreather. This is
followed by basic drills required in case of an emergency.
Then we break for lunch, change tanks, fill dive sorbs, check
the units, and it’s straight back into the water for more drills.
Days 4 and 5 are a repeat of day three, with two boat dives
in a familiar setting to enable students to concentrate on
working the unit and practicing their drills and skills required
for successful certification.
By this time, most divers are much more confident and more
aware of their personal limits. Formal instruction is nearly
complete — it’s now up to the students to practice, practice
and practice the skills they’ve acquired and to stay up-todate with the constantly developing world of rebreathers.
We hope this article gives you some idea of what’s involved
in rebreather diving, and perhaps you might be fascinated by
this technology and give it a try!
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TIPS FOR BUYING REBREATHERS
1. Try the unit before you buy — more
expensive doesn’t necessarily mean
better!
2. Choose your instructor carefully. Ask
about their CCR experience.
3. Do not go for the cheapest course
option. Discounted courses usually
mean discounted education.
4. Get hold of the user manual and start
studying. There’s a lot to learn.
5. Plan for a few extra days to dive after
certification. Enjoy your newfound
passion.
6. Set your goals realistically — give
yourself time to practice before
moving on to another level of
certification.
7. Set yourself a budget, as rebreathers
tend to cost more than planned.
Spares, extra equipment and training
dives all add up.
8. It helps if you have other CCR buddies
to dive with.
9. Look at options for maintenance and
support for your chosen CCR dealer/
manufacturer.
10. Dive as much as possible — practice
makes near perfect!
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lenscape

Text and photos by Nat Sumanatemeya
all Photographs taken with Nikon
D70, Sigma 15 mm fisheye lens in
Nexus D70 housing.

Wreck of a Zero fighter plane in
Papua New Guinea
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Shades of Grey

Bubbles surrounded by a school of
salema fish (Xenistius californiensis)
resemble a giant eye looking down
from the sky above.

Almost ten years ago, I saw several black-and-

white photographs taken by Ernest H Brooks II
in a gallery in the United States. I couldn’t sleep
that night, because I’d never ever seen such
beautiful underwater images.
When most people think of the sea, they
picture a world full of multicoloured soft corals,
sea fans, deep blue water and exotic macro life.
Few, in fact, realise just how magnificent the
aquatic realm looks in monochrome.
Since that day a decade ago, I’ve always carried
black-and-white film with me.
Now, with digital technology, I have even
more flexibility to express the beauty of the
underwater world in monochromatic tones.
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Elephant walking in the sea at Havelock
island in the Andaman Islands
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Sea lion playing with bubbles
in the Galapagos
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Bubbles from diving buddy in
the Similan Islands
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Shades of Grey

Pixtips & other topix
by Polpich Komson

The Ru le of Thirds
Many uninteresting photographs

share a common feature: the main
subject is framed right in the centre.
That’s because the primary focus point
in most cameras is in the middle of
the viewfinder. All the photographer
does is point-and-shoot — hence, dull
photo. Yawn.

p ower p oin t
a

a

a

p ower p oin t

b

The reason we perceive centred images
to be dull is that our brain expects,
subconsciously, to find things in the
middle of our field-of-view. So if you
place the main subject of an image
there, our brain interprets it as “normal”,
and therefore not terribly exciting.

b

One good way to avoid this common
problem is to place the main element
off-centre. But how? A useful guide for
beginners is to follow what’s known as
the “Rule of Thirds”.

p ower p oin t

b

p ower p oin t

example I
Tony wu
“Hmmm, purely
by accident”

What is the Rule of Thirds?
This classic guideline for deciding where
to place your main subject states that
you should apportion your image into
nine equal sections by mentally diving
each side of the frame into thirds.
The points of intersection between any
two of these imaginary lines is called a
“power point”, which are key to the Rule
of Thirds.

p ower
p oin t
cou n ter
p oin t
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By placing the main element of your
image on one of the intersections, or
power points, you’ll have a better chance
of creating a balanced and interesting
photograph.
For even better results, try placing the
main subject on any power point, and
then positioning a secondary object at
an opposing intersection of lines, known
as a “counter point”.

example II

example III

...but there’s only
two fish

...

Use the Rule of Thirds as a guideline
— don’t just adhere to it rigidly.
Experiment, and think creatively. There
are many great photographs that don’t
follow the Rule of Thirds too.

NAT SUMANATEMEYA
ANDREA FERRARI

Master the rule, then break it to achieve
unique results.

“Rule of what?”
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destination
by Ange Hellberg

One of many wrecks to be explored in
Kavieng waters
Photo: Lisa Conyers / Calypso Productions
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K avieng
Just The Way
It Should Be

Woman in canoe with pawpaw
Photo: Lisa Conyers / Calypso Productions

Kavieng is the capital of New Ireland

Province in Papua New Guinea. It lies
approximately two degrees south of the
Equator and is a 90-minute flight from
Port Moresby.
People come to Kavieng for several main
reasons: It’s removed from the hustle
and bustle of intrusive city living; the
sand is white and pristine; the waters are
absolutely crystal clear; and the marine
life is abundant, with sightings of both
big fish and little critters guaranteed.
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Rush hour, Lissenung style!
Photo: Peter Lange

The Bismarck Sea and Pacific Ocean
come together to create an underwater
wonder-world at Kavieng with amazing
biodiversity. And of course, the area is
known for great diving, both for natural
sights and wrecks dating from the
Second World War.
In other words, Kavieng is just the way it
should be for a perfect dive holiday.
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Underwater wonder-world created by
the meeting of the Bismarck Sea and the
Pacific Ocean
Photo: Lisa Conyers / Calypso Productions

Dive Conditions
Kavieng has a reputation for strong currents which bring
in sharks, barracudas and rays — the kind of pelagic
fish action the area is famous for, and a large part of the
reason divers visit from all over the world.
The downside of this general perception, though, is that
people often think only experienced, hard-core divers
can deal with Kavieng’s strong currents.
In fact, nothing could be further from the truth.

It’s not all big stuff in Kavieng waters — minute
pygmy seahorses (Hippocampus denise) are just
waiting to be discovered at Albatross Passage.
Photo: Peter Lange

The wreck of the Korean vessel, Der Yang
Photo: Peter Lange
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SUTITA R. HIRUNYA (NINA)
Thai Actress / Film Producer

SAY NO TO SHARK FIN

All employees and shareholders of

have chosen — we abstain from consuming sharkfin.

Experienced dive guides like Tame,
the local guide at Lissenung Island
Resort, know when, where and how to
hit the dive sites so you get the best
experiences with the least struggle. And
of course, the currents aren’t always at
the “rip-your-mask-off” level.
In addition, Kavieng boasts a wide
variety of interesting critters. In fact,
there’s no shortage of pygmy seahorses,
gobies, blennies, hermit crabs and
much, much more, so there’s always
something interesting to see.

Top Sites
A quick survey of some of Kavieng’s top
sites should give you a good idea of
what’s on offer.
For instance, Albatross Passage, Peter’s
Patch and Planet Channel are just a few
dive sites where you can expect to come
across pelagics like grey reef sharks,
whitetip and blacktip reef sharks, as well
as huge schools of barracuda and tuna.
Albatross Passage, probably the most
famous dive site in Kavieng waters, is
a wall dive on the edge of a channel.
When the tide changes, currents can go
from nothing to raging.
An adult white-lined rock cod
(Anyperodon leucogrammicus)
Photo: Peter Lange

On an incoming tide, big fish and sharks
come in to feed, and that’s the best time
to jump in with them. Only the first few
minutes are hard work, as you make
your way down the mooring line and
over the wall.

Schooling bigeye trevally
(Caranx sexfasciatus) are a
common sight at Peter’s Patch.
Photo: Peter Lange

Once over, just sit on the inside of
the wall and you’ll be sheltered from
the current. Watch the action from
there, or enjoy the sights on the wall
itself — you’ll find pygmy seahorses,
nudibranchs, shells and crabs, schools of
sweetlips and more.
At Peter’s Patch, a ridge of coral ranging
in depth from eight to 25 metres, you
can again find shelter from the current
so you can watch sharks and other fish
swim back-and-forth overhead. There’s
also a resident turtle who hangs out at
Peter’s Patch, so keep an eye out if you visit!

The current can bring in silvertip sharks
(Carcharhinus albimarginatus).
Photo: Peter Lange
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Local Colour
The beautiful Eclectus parrot lives in the tropical rainforests
of Cape York in Northern Australia, the Solomon Islands, the
Indonesian archipelago and in Papua New Guinea. It’s the
only parrot exhibiting different colouration for females and
males — females are red-headed with a blue breast and a
black beak, while males are bright green, with blue or red
tails and wing feathers.
There are nine subspecies of the grand Eclectus, with
variations in size, colouration and habitat. The Eclectus parrot
found in PNG is the red-sided Eclectus (E.r. polychloros).
Although often considered a pest by the locals, they can be
good pets and can learn to do things like talk, laugh, whistle
and say hello. These charismatic birds can grow up to 34
centimetres long, and like other parrots, their diet comprises
mainly fruits, nuts, seeds, berries and nectar.

Female Eclectus (E.r. polychloros)
Photo: Ange Hellberg

Photos: Lisa Conyers /
Calypso Productions
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Eagle rays are frequent visitors around
all parts of Kavieng, but if you want to
see these elegant rays in action, then
Eagle Ray Passage is the place to go.
They come to the passage to feed,
often in schools of seven or more,
but sometimes just as a solitary pair,
dancing around each other and putting
on a show for divers.
And of course, diving Kavieng isn’t just
about the big stuff. Excellent muck
diving to rival anywhere else in the
region can be found at a site called
The Bottleshop, which is located at the
Kavieng wharf.
a.
b.

c.

a. Schools of batfish (Platax teira) are a
frequent sight.
b. Large sponges like this one flourish in
the rich waters of Kavieng.
c. Whitebonnet anemonefish (Amphiprion
leucokranos)
Photos: Lisa Conyers / Calypso Productions
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A typical dive here starts with a
visit to an old plane wreck at about
14 metres, followed by a slow
progression up to shallower waters,
until you’re in such shallow waters
that you’re practically snorkelling.
The Bottleshop is truly muck diving at its
best. Octopus, razorfish, porcupinefish,
glass shrimp, pipefish, twin-spot gobies
and many other little critters live among
the rubble. With so much to see in
shallow water, dives here can typically
take up to an hour and a half.
Then there’s the Lissenung house reef,
which is home to six different types of
anemonefish and a host of lobsters,
hermit crabs, moray eels and octopus.
Exciting currents, lots of big fish action,
an abundance of critters, beautiful
coral gardens, colourful walls, throw in
a few wrecks for good measure — the
variety of diving available at Kavieng
means there’s something for everyone,
whatever your experience level.

PAPUA NEW GUINEA

Spotted eagle ray (Aetobatus narinari)
Photo: Dietmar Amon

KAVIENG
RABAUL

PORT MORESBY

AUSTRALIA

FACT FILE

Air Niugini provides direct international flights
between Port Moresby and Brisbane, Cairns,
Honiara, Hong Kong, Manila, Singapore and Tokyo.
Airlines PNG provides international connections
from Brisbane and Cairns. Air Niugini and Airlines
PNG run frequent domestic connections.
Water temperatures are generally warm, and for
most diving, a 3 mm suit or equivalent should be
suffi cient.
Tropical climate, with diving possible throughout
the year. In general, the wet season is from
December to March, with the dry season being
from May to October. However, optimal seasons
differ from area to area in PNG, so it’s best to check
with relevant dive operators.
In most cases, you can obtain visas on arrival at
Jackson’s International Airport for a maximum stay
of 60 days within a year, but it’s better to obtain
a visa prior to arrival if possible. Passports should
be valid for a minimum of one year after entry.
Departure tax for all international flights is Kina 60
per passenger, usually included in the ticket price.
Domestic GSM network, but no international
roaming. Local access numbers for internet
roaming are available via the iPass network.
240V, 50Hz.

PLUGS

Kina.
Tipping is optional, but appreciated.

FROM THE AUTHOR
www.lissenung.com
“Come visit us in Kavieng.
You won’t regret it!”

Ange Hellberg

Malaria is prevalent throughout the country.
Take along plenty of insect repellent and consult
your physician for recommendations on malaria
prophylactics. Take into consideration that malaria
prophylactics may have significant side effects.
Check with your physician regarding current
vaccination recommendations.
GMT + 10 hrs
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DIVE SHOPS
Alotau Dive & Tours alotaudive@pananufa-web.com www.pananufa-web.com
Aquaventures PNG aquaventures@global.net.pg www.aquaventures-png.com.pg

RESORTS
Lissenung Island Diving info@lissenung.com www.lissenung.com
Loloata Island Resort loloata@daltron.com.pg www.loloata.com
Tawali Resort info@tawali.com www.tawali.com
Tufi Dive Resort tufidive@datec.net.pg www.tufidive.com
Walindi Plantation Resort info@walindi.com www.walindi.com

LIVEABOARDS
MV Chertan mvchertan@bigpond.com www.chertan.com
Mike Ball Dive Expeditions resv@mikeball.com www.mikeball.com
MV FeBrina info@febrina.com www.febrina.com
MV Star Dancer info@walindi.com www.peterhughes.com
Telita Dive Adventures info@telitadive.com www.telitadive.com.pg

TRAVEL PLANNER
Diversion Dive Travel info@diversionOz.com www.png-dive.com

Here in Papua New Guinea we know that the diving we offer is special — so we’ve done
everything to keep it that way for you. Specialist dive guides show you the unusual, and our
ongoing environmental program protects the reefs and keeps them pristine. Add to that our
distinctive cultures and traditions, and we offer a destination that is uniquely out of this world.
The only thing left that’s needed? Your visit!

HOTSPOT

By Paul Lees and Jez Tryner

Get Away
The beautiful island of Koh Lanta Yai
is often overshadowed by its more
popular neighbours, such as diving
mecca Koh Phi Phi.

But in many respects, Koh Lanta Yai is
the unsung hero of Thailand’s west-coast
diving scene.
Koh Lanta’s western coastline is virtually
one long beach, stretching over 30
kilometres, punctuated occasionally by
rocky headlands.

who escaped from corporate life and
cold winters in Sweden to start afresh.
Bringing professionalism and their
charming personalities to the island,
the pair employ like-minded, fun-loving
staff. With this winning formula, Lanta
Diver rapidly expanded from a small
dive centre into a comprehensive retail,
training and booking centre.
With a fleet of three dedicated diving
boats serving hearty breakfasts to

Round the southern apex of the island is a
secluded beach. At the northern end of
the island is Saladan, which was once a
small fishing hamlet. Much of its rustic
character has been slowly eroded in recent
years by the introduction of modern-day
conveniences and tourist amenities
such as bakeries, delicatessens,
banks… and of course, dive centres.
One of the premier dive operators on
the island is Lanta Diver, owned and
managed by Ulf and Maj-Britt Petersen,
The Lanta Diver dive centre
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The secluded beach at the southern
headland of Koh Lanta Yai

divers each morning, the friendly
Lanta Diver team ensures that
everyone is well fed and looked after,
with dive briefings given in several
major languages by multilingual staff.
Aside from running regular trips to
Hin Daeng and Hin Mouang in the
south, sites known for frequent manta
and whale shark encounters, Lanta Diver
also arranges trips to the Koh Ha island
group, one of the most underrated
diving destinations in Thailand.

Dive boat Lanta 1 waiting to pick up
divers

Koh Ha Ya i
The Koh Ha island group is a diving and
snorkelling destination favoured by
local operators. Though the islands may
be no more than weather-beaten rocky
outcroppings above the surface, there’s
quite a bit of variety underwater.
Koh Ha Yai has a series of caves. The
largest island has two large openings
beneath the surface that join to create
two massive cathedrals complete with
air spaces, a dive site that’s suitable for
all divers.
At Koh Ha One, a swim-through
adventure takes divers around a series
of rocks covered with purple soft coral.
Divers visiting this site can look forward
to seeing a myriad of fish and small
critters including harlequin shrimp,
ghost pipefish and the occasional
tigertail seahorse.
There’s also a vertical chimney in the
immediate vicinity that rises to five metres,
where it opens up into a submerged
arena teeming with copper sweepers
— a great way to start or end a dive.
Koh Ha is also a good place to see big
fish. Whale sharks, for instance, appear
around Koh Ha on a regular basis, often
being spotted on the surface.

A diver stopping to enjoy
the wonderful colours at
Koh Ha One

Is la n d Ge ta wa y
Other than the impressive diving, Koh
Lanta Yai offers other attractions.
First, it’s free from tourist annoyances
common at other beach destinations.
You won’t find touts, overly zealous taxi
drivers or persistent tailors here, though
you can find taxis, tailors and other
services on the island if you need them.
It’s also a safe, family-friendly holiday
destination ideal for people seeking
seclusion. Only a short distance away
from Krabi’s international airport, Koh
Lanta Yai is also accessible by car.
Next time you’re contemplating a
getaway, consider visiting this area and
experiencing island life…Lanta style.
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Counterstrike
by David Strike

Tempus? Fugit!
“Do not go gentle into that good night
Old age should burn and rave at close of day;
Rage, rage against the dying of the light.”
- Dylan Thomas -

For reasons obvious to everyone who
knows me, I try to avoid looking into
mirrors. And even on those occasions
when it’s necessary (like having to
stick bits of toilet tissue on razor cuts),
I seldom focus on the BIG picture.

As a consequence, I’ve managed to
retain a mental image of myself as I once
was some umpteen decades ago: A time
before wrinkles were invented and when
I had the physique — and temperament
— of a half-starved barracuda!
There is, I suppose, a little bit of the
Dorian Gray in all of us, an unwillingness
to recognise the slow and subtle changes
wrought by time and a need to keep the
past alive by putting a slightly different
twist on the facts. It was something that
I hadn’t thought too deeply about until
I attended a recent social gathering
of the Hysterical Divers Society, held
in the front bar of The Sozzled Cod.
It was one of those functions where
everybody stands around with a drink
in one hand and a cocktail-sausageon-a-tooth-pick in the other while
dredging up impossible stories about
diving’s “good old days” and how
— unlike today’s new breed of divers
— a person had to be tough, intelligent
and committed to make the grade.
My mate Krabbmann was in his
element. “In those days,” he said,
“buddy-breathing from a twin-hose
regulator demanded real skill. Getting
‘narced’ was all part of the thrill, and
we all had to be fearless to survive. Not
like the cosseted and molly-coddled
divers that are churned out today.”
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Because we were all looking backward
down a time-tunnel at the people we
would have liked to have been (and
probably never were), none of us openly
disagreed with him. But tucked
away at the back of my mind was
this niggling thought that I couldn’t
actually recall being “fearless”!
I still cringe, for example, when I think
of my first night dive. It was 1963
and only a short way into the Royal
Navy’s lengthy diving programme.
The dive took place from a boat
hovering over a seemingly bottomless
area of the English Channel.
It was winter, the seas were rough and
the sleet was blowing sideways when the
Petty Officer asked for the first volunteer.
“You’ll do, Strike!” I was kitted up with
surface demand diving equipment and
a pair of lead boots, then instructed to
descend 120 feet down a suspended
shot-line and practice line signals with
the surface tender.
With no light, I slowly made my way
down the line to spend what seemed
like hours, but was in reality only
minutes, answering pulls on the
lifeline. It was pitch black and I couldn’t
see a thing (mainly ‘cause my eyes
were shut tight with fear!). While I
waited for the signal to ascend, I’d
determined to quit the course.
Back on the boat, my shivering and
teeth-chattering symptoms of terror
were put down to the cold. Before I
could recover enough to tell anyone of
my decision to pull out of the course,
the Petty Officer decided that conditions

were too rough to continue night
diving and we returned to the base.
I eventually passed the course, earning
every penny of the increased pay that
I subsequently received. It was only
later, with the confidence borne of
increased experience that I began to
enjoy every moment spent underwater.
Listening to the folks gathered in the
bar of The Sozzled Cod that evening,
it suddenly dawned on me that we’d
become the same silly old fossils that
we used to scoff at when we were
younger. And that our collective
experiences — although modest when
weighed against the achievements
of today’s supposedly “cosseted
and molly-coddled” divers — were
not so very different from those
that divers will always encounter.
The truth is, the “good old days” really
weren’t that good! It’s just that some
people prefer the certainty of the
past and secretly envy those younger
generations who will be exposed to
all of diving’s future possibilities.
“We even had to make our own
wetsuits using paper patterns and
sheets of unlined neoprene held
together with glue, tape and
faith.” Krabbmann continued.
Considering the expansive effects of
age, it occurred to me that most of the
people in the room would require at
least five times as much neoprene if they
still had to make their own wetsuits.
Not me, of course!
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MASTER

TAKE FIVE

Feeling blue? Being land-bound got you down? Make time to
Take Five, with five hot spots to consider visiting. Surf to the
websites provided for more information.

Added Spice

Dive In Style

Situated on a 400 metre-long white sandy beach on Pantar
Island in Indonesia’s Alor archipelago is the intimate Eco
Dive Resort and Alor Divers. With a house reef that’s several
hundred metres wide, the location boasts over 20 worldclass dive sites within a five- to thirty-minute speedboat ride.

Regular liveaboard cruises to the Similan and Surin Marine
National Parks are offered by Dive Asia in Phuket. With snowwhite beaches, tropical jungles, and spectacular dive sites in
crystal-clear water, it’s not surprising that these destinations
rank among the top dive areas in the world!

Alor’s underwater riches offer an array of versatile and virgin
sceneries, blessed with coral and fish life of breathtaking
abundance. Adding spice to the diving here is the variety of
fish life to be seen — everything is here, from large pelagics
to the minute wonders of the critter world.

Explore these fantastic dive sites from the comfort of M/V Dive
Asia I. Built with divers in mind, she comes equipped with a
well-designed dive platform for easy water entries and exits.
You can retire to your private cabin for quiet moments, relax
and read, or stretch out between dives in the comfortable
lounges and on the large sun decks. You’ll also enjoy the
spacious dining area for sharing conversation and indulging in
delicious Thai and international cuisine.

www.alor-divers.com

www.diveasia.com

Ideally Situated
The comfortable Roach Reefs Resort is situated on a private,
manmade tropical reef about 45 minutes by speedboat from
Tawau. Being located right at the edge of the Borneo shelf and
less than 50 minutes away from Sipadan makes this unique
getaway a paradise for divers and non-divers alike.
Roach Reefs are the outermost reefs from Tawau, with a
recent addition to the area being the artificial reef created by
the sinking of two steel barges in 1993. Previously a privately
owned retreat, Roach Reefs Resort and the rich surrounding
waters are now open for everyone to enjoy.

www.roachreefsresort.com
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12345
Bali for Macro Lovers

Tauch Terminal Resort Tulamben is now making diving in the
Tulamben area even more interesting. It has just released a new
dive package for macro lovers, which includes complimentary
Nitrox for visitors who are qualified to dive on enriched air.
Tulamben Bay and Seraya are just two of the nearby dive areas
that offer truly amazing macro life. Divers can expect to see
several different kinds of seahorses (including pygmies), rare
nudibranchs, ghost pipefish, leafy scorpionfish, mandarinfish
and much more.

www.tulamben.com

Weekend Getaway
Don’t fancy being stuck in the city all weekend? Then
consider heading to Malaysia’s Perhentian Island to take a
break from city life. Coral Sky Divers on Perhentian Kecil’s
long beach caters to divers who want to get in as much
diving over the weekend as possible.
Perhentian can easily be reached by plane or overnight train
from Singapore or Kuala Lumpur, and visiting divers and
snorkellers will be rewarded with encounters with a variety
of marine life, such as turtles and small rays tucked away
between corals.

www.coralskydiver.com

Asia’s definitive online resource for diving news, destinations,
events and the region’s most active discussion forum

14,000

28,000

30,000 3 5 4 0 0
Visit

forum posts
...and counting

www.finsonline.com
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FINAL FRAME

Nudibranch Mugshot
(Tambja sp.)
Photograph by:
Morakot Chuensuk
Nikon D100 in Nexus Housing
Nikkor 105mm macro lens
1/125 at f/13
Inon Z-220 x 2

Of all the places I’ve ever been, one of my favourite dive
sites is Nudi Falls in the Lembeh Strait. Why? Because
whenever I visit, there are so many cute nudibranchs.
When I got down to take a closer look at the face of this
lovely blue and green nudibranch, it almost seemed like
the sea slug was looking back at me, though of course
that’s not really possible!

Send us your photos for Final Frame: submissions@finsmagazine.com

